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Staff Report
The 2016 series of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce Business@Breakfast resumes Tuesday morning
with Murray State University
President Dr. Robert Davies as
the day's keynote speaker.
The event starts at 7:30 am in
the Murray Room of the CFSB
Center on the MSU campus.
Davies
has
just started his
third year as
the campus'
13th president.
Tuesday's
installment
marks the return of the
program after
it has taken a
four-month hiDavies
atus.
It was in the last Business@
Breakfast on April 12 when the
pending return of the Peel&Holland insurance company to the
court square in murray was
unveiled to much celebration.
Since then, the groundbreaking
for Peel&Holland has followed
at the corner of Fifth and Maple
streets. This comes after Peel &
Holland found temporary office space on the Kentucky 121
North Bypass following a July
2014 fire that also caused several other businesses to relocate.
Each Business@Breakfast
has a corporate sponsor and
Tuesday's sponsor will be The
Murray Bank.
Admission is $15 in advance,
$20 at the door. Cost is $20 for
non-chamber members. For information, contact Cindy Chrisman-Veach at 270-753-5171.

By DAVID SNOW
editoramurrayledgercom
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For in the same way
you judge others, you
will be judged, and with
the measure you use,
it will be measured to
you.
Matthew 7:2
Murray Ledger _
& Times
Subscriber of
the Day:

Rick Hornsby

JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
A SUNNY SUNDAY: A windmill overlooks fields yielding rows of tobacco along Cook Store Lane in northwestern
Calloway County Sunday. The day offered a welcome break from the steady rainfall which has been a common sight
In the county during recent months.

One thing about the youth
of America: they usually stick
together. Plus, youth groups in
Murray and Calloway County
always seem to come through
for several good causes.
One case in point is Murray's
Kids Care for Hunger, one of
seNeral community organizations who gathered at Stahler
Farm Saturday to put together meals for local families in ,
need. It's an important event
for the group, which seems to
get better participation each:
time they gather.
The meals are for area families in need, and Loretta Jobs,
the executive director of Murray's Kids Care for Hunger,
said the need is definitely there.
"There are 1,518 children in
Calloway County who are at
risk of going hungry and for
some, it's a reality," she saidi,
"...It was six years ago this',
month that 1 out of 5 childres:
that went to bed hungry. Now,
it's 1 out of 4."
Another record fell Saturday,.
as 102 volunteers - including
Murray Middle School cheerleaders and Moms of Murray
- put together 25,488 meals
over a four-hour period to be
distributed through 87 churches
countywide as well as through
Need Line.
The record for total meals
)b• See KIDS Page 2

Graves County firm to expand,add jobs
FRANKFORT (AP) - Power
Truss Inc., a producer of wood
roof and floor trusses for the
construction industry, will expand its operation in Mayfield
with a more than $1.6 million investment projected to create up
to eight full-time jobs,Gov. Matt
Bevin announced Thursday.
"The growth of Power Truss
- and its decision to remain in

Mayfield - comes as great news
for the people and economy of
Graves County," Bevin said in a
statement. "For nearly 4.0 years,
this family owned company has
literally provided the building
blocks for growth in Kentucky.
This expansion by Power Truss
further strengthens Kentucky's
construction industry and I wish
the company all the best in the
)1•• See GRAVES Page 2
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Rural church among those
providing aid after Louisiana flood
MAX BECHERER
EMILY PETTUS
Associated Press
WALKER,L.(AP) — Outside the small town of Walker, Louisiana, a rural Baptist
church has become an oasis for
flood victims.
As waters rose amid torrential
rains earlier this month, National Guard rescue crews dropped
people Off at South Walker Baptist Church because it sits on a
ridge of relatively high ground

in Livingston Parish near Baton
Rouge. Even as flooding has receded in recent days, the church
— like many other places across
hard-hit south Louisiana — has
continued providing sustenance
for the body and soul.
It sheltered 96 people in the
days after the storm, and Pastor
Mark Carroll said the sanctuary
JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
is still a dormitory for more
WEEKEND WRECK LEAVES FOUR INJURED: A wreck involving two vehicles hapthan 20 who lost their homes,
pened Saturday evening at the Intersection of Kentucky 80 and Airport Road. The
including a man who had been
Incident occurred when a vehicle traveling southbound on Airport struck a van which
living in his car until Saturday.
was eastbound on 80. The Calloway County Sheriffs Office, Calloway County Fire ResIt is also housing volunteers
cue, and Murray-Calloway County EMS responded to the scene. Four Individuals were
See RURAL CHURCH Page 5 taken from the scene by medical transport for treatment of their injuries.
•••••IMMO•
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WEATHER

Daily Forecast
Today: Sunny, with
a high near 82. East
northeast wind 3 to 6
mph.
Mostly
Tonight:
clear, with a low around
62. Light east wind.
Sunny,
Tuesday:
with a high near 84.
Light and variable wind
southeast
becoming
around 5 mph in the
morning.
Night:
Tuesday
Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 68. Light
southeast wind.
Wednesday: Partly
sunny, with a high near
88. South southwest
wind 3 to 7 mph.
Wednesday Night:
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 73. South wind
around 6 mph.
Thursday: A slight

chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly
sunny, with a high near
88. South southwest
wind around 7 mph.
Night:
Thursday
Partly cloudy, with a
low around 71. West
southwest wind around
6 mph becoming calm
after midnight.
Friday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny,
with a high near 87.
Calm wind becoming
north around 6 mph in
the afternoon.
Friday NIght: Partly cloudy, with a low
around 70. Northeast
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Mostly
Saturday:
sunny, with a high near
88. East northeast wind
around 6 mph.
Night:
Saturday
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 71. East northeast wind 3 to 6 mph.
Sunday: A slight
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly
sunny, with a high near
88. Northeast wind 3 to
5 mph.

•GRAVES County...
allowing Power Truss to offer
the highest quality and value
years to come."
in the structural component in. Power Truss plans to condustry."
struct a 26,400-square-foot
Don and Lynn Power found,building to more than doned Power Truss in 1978. Their
le the size of its operation in
sons, Brad and Neal, have
straves County. As well, the
since joined the business as
.rcompany plans to purchase new
corporate officers. Operating
• computerized, automated prounder a mission of manufac:duction equipment to decrease
turing high-quality wood roof
• labor costs and raw-material
and floor trusses, the company
use while increasing output.
also provides engineered wood
"Power Truss is excited to
products and joist hangers.
announce plans to expand our
Power Truss supplies customproduction facility," said Neal
ers — primarily lumber dealers
Power, vice president of Powand commercial contractors —
er Truss. "A new 26,000-plusthroughout Kentucky, Indiana,
square-foot manufacturing faTennessee, Illinois, Missouri
cility will be constructed on site
and Arkatisai'with trusieispeto accommodate the addition of
cifically designed for residenstate-of-the-art structural comtial, commercial and agriculponent production equipment,
tural projects. III

From front

From front
packaged is more than 41,000
set in 2010, bolstered by a
friendly competition between
Murray State's Alpha Gamma Rho and the Calloway
County High School softball
team. That record was set
over a six-hour session.
The volunteers took fortified macaroni and cheese
meals from larger packages into more individualized
packs that serve six people.
Jobs whipped up some samples of the mac and cheese
meals for the volunteers, who
found it to be delicious.
Jobs was pleased that the
rainy weather didn't keep the
volunteers away.
"Rain or shine — look, it's
raining, but Murray still
comes to help," she said.
Moms of Murray was taking part in the venture for
the first time, and the MIMS
cheerleaders were taking part
for the first time as a group,
although several cheerleaders took part before.
"We used to do three lines
in three different shifts," Jobs
said. "Now, they're so good
at it, that we have two shifts."
Murray's Kids Care for
Hunger — once called Murray's Kids Against Hunger
— began in August 2010 and
holds a number of session
each year. Jobs said that this
was the first public session
of the school year, although
there were two private sessions held earlier for the Rotary Club of Murray and the
youth orchestra and handbell group of the Church of
the Resurrection of Kansas,
which made a stop in Murray
and traditionally takes part in
civic activities at their stops.
Murray's Kids Care for
Hunger will have two more
packaging sessions during
the school year, with the next
session set for November.
Those wanting to donate to
the cause or volunteer to help
with the packaging sessions
should call Jobs at 270-7531492. III

DAVID SNOW/Ledger & Times photos
Some 102 volunteers put together 25,488 meals for area families In need in two separate
two-hour shifts at Stahler Farm Saturday. Several groups and organizations, including
Murray's Kids Care for Hunger, Moms of Murray and MMS cheerleaders, came together
to help others.
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Callaway County Cooperative Extension Service(270)753-1462
Your connection to non-biased rewords based Inionnation.
Agriculture, 4141, Home Landscape/Garden, Nouns Economics,Sewing,and Muds more

AGRICULTURE
Tobacco continues to green up
Kentucky's economy
j
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Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. - It used
to be nearly impossible to drive
through Kentucky in August
and not see tobacco growing in
a field.
In the summer of 1998, the
leaf crap accounted for 25 percent of the state's farm cash receipts and was grown by 46,000
farmers statewide. It was also
grown by many of those farmers'
parents and their parents before
them. For many, tobacco was
Kentucky.
Today the number of Kentucky tobacco growers has fallen to 4500, but tobacco is still
very much alive across the state.
The crop accounts for a fair
amount of all agricultural cash
receipts-- about six percent--at
a time when overall agricultural
cash receipts are at record levels.
And that success is largely due
to tobacco, too, says Governor's
Office of Agricultural Policy Executive Director Warren Beeler.
Beeler told the state legislative
Tobacco Settlement Agreement
Fund Oversight Committee today that Kentucky's dedication
of half of the funds received
from a 1990s national master
settlement with tobacco companies to agricultural diversification is the envy of many states.
The appropriation was set out
in 2000 House Bill 611 which
FOOD PRESERVATION WORKSHOP: The Calloway County Cooperative Extension helped propel the state to a rehosted a three-day workshop designed to teach interested parties in the practice of cord $6.5 billion in agricultural
canning food. The workshop, which ran Tuesday through Thursday, taught those in cash receipts in 2014.
"We are the envy of all states
attendance safe practices of food preservation and helped to shed light on the various
methods required for preserving different foods. The class learned to use a pressure with our tobacco money," said
canner and other techniques while canning corn, green beans, tomatoes, salsa and Beeler. "We've gone from $3.7
billion (in total agricultural cash
other goodies. Top photo shows students trying out a series of jellies they made during
receipts) when we got the (setthe workshop, while the bottom photo shows members of the class with jars of canned
tlement) money to $6.5 billion
green beans.
now, and I don't think that's a
coincidence.-."
Lawmakers thanked Beeler,
former GOAP Executive Director Roger Thomas and others for
speaking at last month's Southern Legislative Conference Annual Meeting in Lexington about
HB 611's successes. Committee
Co-Chair Rep. Wilson Stone,
Special to the Ledger
tion will check the amusement will feature Kentucky Proud D-Scottsville, said many deleFRANKFORT, Ky. — The rides on the midway to ensure Popcorn, a premium popcorn gates to the meeting were imKentucky State Fair will attract that they are assembled and op- product produced by western pressed with Kentucky's use of
thousands of people to the Ken- erating in accordance with the Kentucky growers; the Ken- its tobacco settlement dollars to
tucky Exposition Center for its manufacturers' specifications.
tucky Hunger Initiative; and diversify its agricultural econo112th running Aug. 18-28, and
Commissioner Quarles will the popular chick hatch. Across my.
Beeler said he heard from indithe Kentucky Department of host the Commodity Appreci- from the KDA display, the KenAgriculture will be there to help ation Breakfast on Aug. 18 to tucky Corn Growers Associa- viduals in state after state across
keep the fair running smoothly.
open the fair. To commemorate tion will exhibit a car that runs the South who said "they wish
"The state fair is a celebration the KDA's Hunger Initiative, on ethanol. A display for Home- they'd done what we'd done."
of everything that is Kentucky," attendees are asked to bring grown By Heroes, the brand for Kentucky's efforts have almost
Agriculture Commissioner Ryan canned goods that will be donat- Kentucky farm products pro- doubled its receipts at the farm
Quarles said. "But more than ed to local charities. The Hunger duced by military veteran farm- gate, he said.
"It's no coincidence... Don't
anything else, the state fair is Initiative is an effort to examine ers, will appear outside the comtell me it is, because plain-anda showcase for the very best of the hunger problem in Kentucky missioner's office.
Kentucky agriculture. We are and search for solutions. •
The department, in partner- simple fact is we know this monCommissioner Quarles also ship with the State Fire Com- ey has worked," he told the comproud to do our part to make the
2016 Kentucky State Fair a suc- will address the Kentucky Farm mission, will host a display in mittee.
The biggest project in the hisBureau Country Ham Breakfast the South Wing featuring the
cess."
Employees of the state veter- on Aug. 2.5. He is scheduled to KDA's rollover tractor simula- tory of the GOAP and the Keninarian's office will check the crown the state champion in tor and Mobile Science Activity tucky Agricultural Development
health papers of every animal the Farm to School Junior Chef Center as well as a combine pro- Board which it administers is
that enters the fairgrounds to competition on Aug. 26 and at- vided by Whayne Supply. The a $30 million grain crops and
prevent a disease outbreak. Staff tend livestock shows, public display will focus on farm safe- forages center planned for conwith the Division of Show and meetings, the Kentucky 4-H ty and grain production. It will struction on the property of the
Fair Promotion will help con- Foundation Breakfast, the Ken- include a "scAvenGer hunt" in
duct the livestock shows at the tucky FFA Awards Program, the which participants answer quesfair. Other KDA workers will Sale of Champions, and other tions about the display.
For more information about
oversee the crop and vegetable events. Commissioner Quarles
displays and the bees and honey will maintain an office in the the 2016 Kentucky State Fair,
including a full schedule of
exhibit. Inspectors with the Di- West Hall during the fair.
The KDA's West Hall display events,go to kystatefair.org.•
vision of Regulation and Inspec-

UK Research and Education property for the center that 14311
Center in Princeton. Half of the be leased to UK for repayment
project amount, of $15 million, "I appreciate what you all did,"
will be provided as a matching he said to members of the asiogrant from the Agriculture De- ciation and all involved in tile
velopment Board, said Beeler. project.
UK must match the award for
"Everybody is very appreciathe center.
tive" for this project, Beeler asBeeler said the project, which sured lawmakers.
is also supported by the KenThe center will feature niw
tucky Corn Growers Associ- meeting facilities, laboratorils,
ation, Kentucky Small Grain offices and improved intemet acGrowers Association, Kentucky cess "so professors at the center
Cattlemen's Association and can teach classes for students in
others, will pay dividends for the Lexington," according to a press
next 50 years. Proposed work release on the center from be
with ryegrass alone could have a University of Kentucky. ".../k11
big payoff, he said.
commodity areas based at PrincSen. Paul Homback, R-Shel- eton including beef cattle,lowbyville, gave special thanks to es and pastures and horticuluire
the Corn Growers Association will benefit from the impreCewhich Hornback said purchased ments and expansion." IN
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Quarles,state aisdepartment ready to showcase
agriculture at 2016 Kentucky State Fair

KDA carries out numerous responsibilities to enhancefair experience

LIVE UNITED!
United
Way

Every
Donation
Brings Hope.

ad Amorken
Red Cross

t

Western Kentucky Chapter
serving Calloway. County

Set ving Calloway County

Stop paying too much for cable and
switch to DISH. Better entertainment
at a better price!

SAY GOODBYE TO CABLE AND HELLO
TO THE HOPPER r FROM DISH
• Record up to 16 shows at once
• Watch 100% of your Irye TV channels and
DVR recordings anywhere'
• Built-in Nettli• app for easy access'
• Never lose your remote again with the
Remote Locator

LOCALLY OWNED, OPERATED
AND TRUSTED IN CALLOWAY
COUNTY

• 4K-ready (Requores 4K TV)
' Watching Int and recorded TV anywhere lettules
an Irtenw -,..onnecred. Sbnq -enateee DVR
st•earn,.1
and cornoatoble .notAe dev,e
requred

Call or visit your local dealer today,

(270) 873-8399

NOW CARRYING

BATTERIES
AUTO • MOWER •TRACTOR • MARINE • ATV

Since 1919

Please support
the United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County
Your Gift Matters!

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
270.753.9999 www.sbgproperty.com

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-2571
wmv.murrayhomeandauto.com
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Angel Alert issued

Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community editor

The Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an Angel Alert for the following:
twin bed and mattress, bunk beds with mattress,
kitchen table and chairs and a dresser. This request is for a local family with multiple children. Anyone with these items in good condition
should contact the resource center at 270-7627333.

HAPPENINGS
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_HOME OF THE EAGLES

UDC to meet Wednesday

The J.N. Williams Chapter 805 of United
Daughters of the Confederacy will meet at 10
a.m. Wednesday,Aug. 24,at Pagliai's. Phyllis Simmons will present
the program on "Correct Use of the Confederate Flag."

.111111• •
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Veterans assistance offered
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assisiance in filing claims for state and federal benefits on Tuesday. Aug.
23,Wednesday,Aug. 24,and Thursday,Aug.25,at the Mayfield VA
Clinic at 1253 Paris Road. Walk-ins will be scheduled an appointment. Call 227-247-2455, ext. 73905 or email ronald.mcclure@
ky.gov.
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Board of Health to meet

Photo provided
GOVERNOR'S SCHOLAR PROGRAM: Wendy Waltrip, a senior at Murray High School,
recently completed the five-week Governor's Scholar Program at Morehead State University.
Waltrip was honored for her outstanding achievement and academic excellence. She is the
daughter of Randy and Sharon Waltrip of Murray.

' The Calloway County Board of Health will hold a board meeting
at noon, Tuesday, Aug. 23, at the Calloway County Health Department.The agenda topics will include approval of board nominations,
taxing district financials and budget, approval of public 'health tax
rate and obtaining signatures, director's report and programmatic
updates. All meetings are open to the public. For more information,
call Amy Ferguson or Stephanie Hays at 270-753-3381.

Fort Donelson will celebrate 100th
birthday of National Park Service

Hammock Banquet planned
The Dr. James W. Hammock Jr. Banquet will be at 7 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 17, at 7 p.m. at the Curris Center Stables on the campus
of Murray State University. This event is sponsored by the MSU
History Department. The banquet reservations are $40 per person
with the proceeds to benefit the Dr. James W. Hammock Jr. Memorial Graduate Scholarship fund. Reservations are required by Sept.
10, and may be made by calling 270-809-2234

Panel discussion to be held
A panel discussion will be held from 5-6 p.m. Wednesday, Aug.
24,at Playhouse in the Park to discuss including adults with disabilities in the performing arts. The panel will focus on ways inclusion
enriches the community. This discussion is sponsored by Playhouse
in the Park and the Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare.

Walk to Defeat ALS planned
The Murray Walk to Defeat ALS will be Saturday. Sept. 10, at
the CFSB Center on the campus of Murray State University. Registration is at 8 a.m. The 5K run will begin at 9 a.m. and the walk at
9:15 a.m. Registration may be done online at web.alsa.orgiMurray
or the day of the event. For more information,contact Scott Benson
at benson.scott@basco.com or call 270-767-3823.

Breast Cancer Group to meet
The Breast Cancer Support Group will meet at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 23, at the Anna Mae Owen Residential Hospice House.
Hospice Director Sherri Boyd will provide a tour of the facility. For
More information, contact Evelyn Wallis at 270-489-2462.

Line dance class offered
A line dance class will be held at 5:30 p.m. every Wednesday at
the American Legion Hall. Class fee is $5. A couples line dance
class will be at 6:30 p.m. and class fee is $10 or $10 for both classes.
For more information, call Donna at 731-445-0080 or show up for
the class. Everyone is welcome.

Parkinson's Group will meet Tuesday
The Parkinson's Support Group will meet at noon Tuesday, Aug.
23. at the Weaks Community Center. The speaker will be Dr. Mau
Wallace from Paducah. Persons coming for lunch should arrive by
11:15 a.m. For more information, call Jan Flynn at 270-753-6845.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter 616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet from 9-10 a.m. every Tuesday at First Christian Church. Please
enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For more
information, call Janet West at 270-435-4467.

Senior bowling league available
A bowling league for senior citizens meets at 1 p.m. every
Wednesday at Corvette Lanes. The cost is $10 for three games and
is open to all senior citizens. For more information, contact Don or
Betty Knieriem at 270-293-7364.

Special to the Ledger
Fort Donelson National Battlefield in Paris,
Tennessee, will celebrate the National Park Service Centennial with a special birthday event.
"We are proud and excited to share this special
moment in our agency's history with our community and those who visit our park from all around
the world," said Superintendent Brian McCutcheon. "On Thursday, Aug. 25, Founders Day, we
will celebrate our birthday the old-fashioned way
with a birthday cake. We'll need lots of help to
blow out 100 candles, so join us in our visitor center and lend a hand at 12:30 p.m.During this event, fourth-graders from Dover
Elementary School will be present to sing "Happy
Birthday- to the National Park Service, as well as
to assist park staff in placing letters, documents,
and mementos into a time capsule, which will be
sealed until the agency celebrates its second cen-

tury of con,servation, preservation and education.
When renovation of the park's Visitor Center is
completed in early 2017, the capsule will then be
placed into a wall of the facility, awaiting its recovery by future generations.
This event will be held at the Stewart County
Visitor Center, which serves as the temporary visitor orientation facility for the national park, at 117
Visitor Center Lane in Dover,Tennessee.
Park entrance fees will be waived nationwide
from Aug. 25-28 to encourage everyone to celebrate the NPS 100th birthday.
Fort Donelson National Battlefield preserves,
protects and promotes understanding of the significant sites and historic events associated with
the Battle of Fort Donelson and the encompassing Forts Henry, Heiman and Donelson Campaign
fought during the American Civil War. II

Ve/rth ritageftageeoteat
Gabriel Allan Gobeli aeeman
Jason and Calla Murdock Freeman anqounce
the birth of their son, Gabriel Allan GobeltFreeman, born at 8:56 p.m. Aug. 2, 2016, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He weighed 7 pounds, 13 ounces and measured

20 1/2 inches.
Rick and Stacy Murdock'
Grandparen
of Murray and David and Shannon Robinson of
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Hello this is Jenise Howard reporting bye
from Hickory Woods Olympic Park where
ow Z016 games were held. We have had
some extraordinary events the past week.
Let' get started with ow medal update_
First we go to the track and held and ow
Discus Competition. Aber two very long
rounds our finalist were Shirley Richardson, Sue Roberts, Cathryn Garrett, and Eugene Waggonet. It came down to the wire
but in the end Sue Roberts had the moot
inength arid edged out Eugene by a few
feet to take the Gold. Cathryn Garrett had
to keep her composure to beat out Shirley
for the Bronze. Everyone WILS amazed at
all their brute strength. Next we will move
to the track_ Abel a long exhausting day
the field was trimmed to the final round
of the 100 Meter Dash. Hubert Stroud had
a great start and led through most of the
race, but Shirley Richardson had a burst
of energy and sprinted past the field and
took the Gold. Hubert held on for Silver
and Bob Bright stayed steady to Win the
Bronze.
Now for a local news update, we have
discovered that Emily Watson, Darlene
Gimple and Amber Yoder celebrated their
birthdays this week. We hope they had
a very special day and wish them many
more. Now back to the Olympic medal
update.
Now I will take you to the Diving arena where we find 12 participants in the
middle of their final round of High Dive
competition. After first heat of the semifinals Hubert Stroud was in the lead barely
ahead of Emily Watson. Georgia Harrell
had a small lead over Lorraine Adams for
the Bronze. After the Last dive was finished
Hubert held on to his lead to capture the
Gold. Emily had to settle for Silver after
Hubert made his final flawless dive. Lorraine Adams came from behind to out dive
Georgia and take home the Bronze. Over
at the pool the 400 Freestyle was winding
up. Allegra Jones set the pace early and no
one even came dose to her as she won the
Gold with ease. Sue Roberts made a last
surge and touched the wall minutes ahead
of Barbara Brandon to take the silver. This
left Barbara Brandon with the Bronze and
her first medal of the games. Bob Bright
was our All Around medalist with a total
of 3 medals won.
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Emergencies are your business.
Showing appreciation is ours.
For at. that you do for our country, your Local Ford
Dea.er warts to reward your service with

EXCLUSIVE SAVINGS FOR
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BONUS
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Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-centered recovery meeting
4irogram for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Neetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
harbor Church on Kentucky 94 East. For more information, call
-270-753-6695.
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Register for Your Offer

DIABETIC SHOE
CENTER
Do You Qualify for Diabetic
Foot-wear Benefits?

1k4%-ki

If you have Medicare Part B and Supplemental
Insurance, you may be eligible for

"It

1
4

DIABETIC SHOES
AT LITTLE OR NO COST TO YOU
have the Stylelp
& Colors for You!

E

West

Dr. Zen • Ortho Feet • Aetrex • Dr. Comfort • Propet

"TX118811,111816•681•YouTRIINIMINP"'
270-7534055 Of toil-free 1-800-949-572

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 S 12th St.• Murray • www.stonelang.com
The Area's Largest Seiection ofDiabetic Shoes
toren)
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"

701 Main St.• Murray
270-753-5273
www.parkerford.com
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Roger Underwood, 58, of Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday, Aug.
21,2016, at his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Steam locomotive idle more than
60 years could cruise again
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)A Nashville steam locomotive
inoperative for more than 60
years could once again cruise
the rails.
The Tennessean reports locomotive No.576 was donated
to Metro Parks in 1952 after
hauling troops and oil during
World War II. For decades, it
has been an attraction in the
city's Centennial Park.
But on Tuesday, the city
approved a 23-year lease with
the Nashville Steam Preservation Society. The group hopes
to raise $3 million to restore the
engine to operation, a process
that will take three or four
years. Then the group plans to
make the 74-year-old locomotive part of an excursion train
on the Nashville & Eastern
Railroad,carrying paccengers to
and from downtown.
Steam Preservation Society
President Shane Meador said in
a statement,"Operating steam
locomotives are rare, thus the
ones that are restored to operate
in exhibition service attract
incredible crowds wherever
they go."

The rebuilding process
involves disassembling the
locomotive to its frame, boiler
and driving wheels so it can
be thoroughly inspected and
re-machined as necessary, according to the group.
The organization is also
hoping to raise an additional $2
million to build a permanent
home for the locomotive that
will also serve as an education
center for the public.
No. 576 was one of 20 J3
Class steam locomotives built
for the Nashville, Chattanooga
& St. Louis Railway, according
to the group. These engines are
recognizable by their streamlining and yellow striping and
are capable of speeds over 100
miles per hour.
"The 'Stripe,' as we call it, is
not only an incredible machine,
but a potentially powerful
teaching tool," said Project
Foreman Jason Sobczynski.
He said the group is planning
an open house in the fall for
people to learn more about the
project. The group hopes to
relocate the train for restoration
by early next year. II

High court sides with employee
fired for smoking pot at work
DAVE COLLINS
Associated Press

turned the arbitrator's decision
on the grounds that it violated
Connecticut's public policy
against marijuana use. Linhoff's
union, the Connecticut Employees Union Independent SEIU,
appealed the judge's ruling to
the Supreme Court.
All seven justices agreed
that the lower court judge was
wrong to overturn the arbitrator's ruling, saying that while
state policy on drug use in the
work place allows for firing
workers it does not require it.
Justices also said that judicial
second-guessing of arbitration awards is uncommon and
should be reserved only for
extraordinary circumstances.
"The misconduct at issue was
completely unacceptable,and
we do not condone it," Chief
Justice Chase T. Rogers wrote
in the decision.
"By the arbitrator's estimation,(Linhoff's) personal qualities and overall record indicate
that he is a good candidate for a
second chance," Rogers wrote.
"Moreover,the discipline the
arbitrator imposed was appropriately severe, and sends a
message to others who might
consider committing similar
misconduct that painful consequences will result."•

HARTFORD,Conn.(AP)A Connecticut state worker fired
after he was caught smoking
marijuana on the job was punished too harshly and should get
his job back, the state Supreme
Court ruled Friday.
Gregory Linhoff was fired
from his maintenance job at
the University of Connecticut
Health Center in Farmington
in 2012 after a police officer
caught him smoking pot in a
state-owned vehicle. He had no
previous disciplinary problems
since being hired in 1998 and
had received favorable job evaluations, according to his union.
He was arrested, but the charges
were later dismissed.
State officials said firing._the
New Hartford resident was&
only appropriate penalty for his
conduct and not doing so would
send a bad message to other employees. An arbitrator disagreed
and overturned the firing,
saying Linhoff instead should
be suspended without pay for
six months and be subject to
random drug testing for a year
after he returned to work.
The state appealed and a
Superior Court judge over-

FUNERAL NOTICE

Virginia Tharpe Wilkins,94
The funeral service will be at 11 am. Monday, Aug. 22, 2016,
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in Barr's Chapel Methodist
Church Cemetery in Como,Tennessee.

Judith Wade Harrington,73
A memorial service will be at 3 p.m. Monday,Aug. 22,2016,at
St. John's Episcopal Church in Tallahassee.
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JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
COMEDIAN BRINGS LARGE CROWD TO MURRAY STATE CAMPUS:Two long lines flow into the southeastern entrance
of the CFSB center on Murray State University's campus Saturday night. A majority of parking lots around the center
were filled as local residents flocked in to catch a performance by standup comedian Jeff Dunham hosted by Murray
State University. Lines queued from both sides of the building as attendees patiently waited to take their seats inside.
MURR tl
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From front
who have come to help people
rebuild.
With a congregation of about
100 and with help from the
community,the church is offering hot meals, running a pantry
stocked by donations from
around the U.S. and conducting
prayer services. Carroll said
the church had been planning
a revival in about a month, but
he believes the storm recovery
is making that happen now as
people build relationships with
each other through God.
"It's been this entire community," Carroll said by phone
Sunday."We couldn't have
done anything without everyone, and I mean just about
everyone, pitching in."
Chuck Craft, a member of
South Walker Baptist, said
Sunday that he and his wife,
Karen, lost their home about
a mile from the church but
they've been able to salvage
some irreplaceable items such
as photos of their four children
and 16 grandchildren. He said
everyone in their family is safe,
and that's the most important
thing.
"My story is no different
than anybody's down the road,"
Craft said Sunday."Everybody's life is out on the curb to
be picked up by garbage."
The Baton Rouge area got
thunderstorms with at least 2
to 3 inches of rain Sunday,said
the National Weather Service,
which posted a flash flood
warning for part of the day.
Louisiana Gov. John Bel Edwards said Sunday that people
around the U.S. are just starting
to pay attention to the extent of
flooding that killed at least 13
people in Louisiana. He told
CNN's "State of the Nation"
that the disaster has received
less attention because it wasn't
a hurricane or named storm.
"Typically, by this point
in a storm, I think Red Cross
would be receiving a lot more
donations," Edwards said. "I
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think there would be more
volunteers signing up. Although
we have some of that in place
now,it would be very helpful if
people would donate to the Red
Cross, to the Baton Rouge Area
Foundation, and also to come in
and volunteer to help people get
back in their homes as quickly
as possible."
Edwards,a Democrat who
took office this year, said he
suggested to President Barack
Obama and presidential adviser
Valerie Jarrett that they delay a
trip to Louisiana until the initial
disaster response was over and
recovery efforts had started.
Obama is traveling to Baton
Rouge on Tuesday.
Edwards also praised Republican presidential nominee
Donald Trump's Friday trip to
Baton Rouge,saying "it helped
to shine a spotlight on Louisiana and on the dire situation
that we have here."
Officials are setting up a
temporary bus system to help
people in and around Baton
Rouge whose vehicles were
damaged by flooding. The bus
service, provided by a private
company, will run from downtown Baton Rouge to the towns
of Gonzales, Walker, Denham
Springs, Central and Geismar.
The contract is for one week,
but services could be extended
if there's a need,state Department of Transportation and Development Secretary Shawn D.
Wilson said in a news release.
Mike Steele,spokesman for
the Governor's Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness,
said Sunday that two disaster
recovery centers also have
opened in areas that flooded in
south Louisiana. He says more
will open as buildings are found
with enough parking and proper
access for people with disabilities.
Steele said more than $30
million in federal housing
assistance has been approved
for residents in the state. About
3200 people remained in shelters.•
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Separate sealed BIDS for the construction of
DMAPL16A (Maple(a LP Miller Drainage
Improvements) will be accepted by the City of
Murray in the City Hall Building, 104 North 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 until 2:00 p.m.
(Local Time), September 6th, 2016, and then at said
building publicly opened and read aloud in the 2nd
Floor Council Chambers of City Hall. The project
involves the demolition and replacement of
approximately 247 feet of 24 inch RCP pipe with 24
inch CMP pipe, the demolition and replacement of
82 linear feet of sidewalk, and the excavation and
rehabilitation of approximately 95 linear feet of
drainage ditch to restore proper drainage_
Also required will be the removal and replacement
of 2 stormwater drop inlets, 1 junction box, and I
curb inlet. One other drop inlet will need to be
rehabbed during pipe inatallation. The majority
of this project lies within the roadway and will
require pavement, curb and gutter, and concrete
swale replacement. One concrete parking lot
entrance will need replacing. Award shall be
made on the basis of lowest bid price,
experience, workload, and ability to meet schedules_
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Fri. az
Yaks

Call (270) 753-1916
email
classifiedemurrayledger.com

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927
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Subscribe today
to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!
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In accordance with chapter 65A.080 (2), KRS
424.220, of the Kentucky Revised Statues, the
financial report and supporting data may be
inspected by the public at the Calloway County
Conservation District Office located at 88
Robertson Road So. Murray, between the hours of
8:00-4:00 Monday through Friday. The Calloway
Co. Conservation District holds its regularly
scheduled monthly board meetings at 7:00pm on
the 3rd Monday of each month in the USDA
Service Center conference room at the address
noted. All meetings are open to the public,

LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with chapter 65A.080 (2), KRS
424.220, of the Kentucky Revised Statues, the
financial report and supporting data may be
inspected by the public at the Calloway County
Conservation District Office located at 88
Robertson Road So Murray, between the hours of
8:00-4:00 Monday through Friday The East Fork
Clarke River Conservancy District holds a yearly
board meeting at the USDA Service Center
conference room at the address noted.
All meetings are open to the public.

49.00
$90.00

3 mo.
6 mo.

State

LEGAL NOTICE
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Hip Wanted
JCPENNY
Immediate openings
available for, sales
associates, and
operations team.
Early mornings, and
daytime positions
270-759-1400

Help Winne
NOW Hiring!!!
House Keeping
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray Ky.
Part time worker. Apply
in person at Christian
Childcare Center, 810
Whitnell Street.

KELLY FARMS LLC - MURRAY KY seeks 6
farm workers for tobacco/straw/hay row
crops. Temporary 07/01/16 to 01/15/17.
$10.85/hr. 75% of total contract hours guaranteed. Free work tools, supplies & equip provided. Free housing provided to workers who
can't reasonably return to their permanent residence 0 end of each work day.
Transportation & subsistence expenses provided to non-resident workers at 50% of contract
completion. Random alcohol/drug test (afterhire) at employer's expense. Contact KY
Career Ctr - Murray 0 270-753-3135 or your
nearest KY Employment Oft. Job 0593432721
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PILLOW Top Mattress
sets New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full 1186.00
King $385.00
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Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!
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Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
2BR Duplexes

360
Storage Rentals

PREMIER
House For Rent 3Br
near MSU. Central
MINISTORAGE
gas. 'Inside climate control
air,
heat,
$800/month.
storage
1008 Main Street
*Security alarmed
Murray.
*Safe & clean
270270-227-2012
•We sell boxes!
226-5888.
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
Stomp Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

RGL Storago, LLC
840 S. ilth St. &
Sunbury Circle
• Multiple abet Msl
lighting in =unit,
security
• nervy retnOtteled.'270-781-7557

119 E. MAIN ST
(2701753-6266
HOURS
MON-FRI
8:00-4,00
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer of izi s & Glandes
10x10's 8,10)05's
(270) 293-6907

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available

160

New
Bedroom
Riverfiel
SBG Real
Prof .
270-29
UVE I
This spacio
2 bath bnc
State Line
Puryear is
from Murra
an almost
outbuilding.
the $170'
115684. C
today at M
410 Tyson
TN 38242.
(800)642-50
495

2005 Hood
EXL, 140K
ice cold, Le
Seating,
Clean loo
Great !
$6,250
270-238-5

:7,011 270-753-999g

'visit Ut, cane at
eiww Sl3Gpronerty corn
or
www murraykyrentals corn

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

Wedd

----* 1850 State Route 121South
Murray, KY 42071
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270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto

Parts

I mit PRICE SECURITY

UNII SIZE

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00

10)(24.350.00

10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

10X12..$22.50

Engage
eab
6irtn

Cc?

TOO 1-800-545-1833 art283

Mug'

0,-zigrovvdFor Rent 2BR, 2BA
Apt, Located Bambie
Ct. North. No Pets No
270-841Smoking.
5653

270-753-3853

Great Subdivision 48r
38a $1060 rent $1060
Deposit. 1802 Valley
Drive Apt. A. 270-7538242. Call or Text.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at keur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportvritty
TDO 0711

Lecig
Tim
Let us
yo
Celeb

GREAT Neighborhood
3Br 2Ba $785 rent
1785 deposit.
1800 Valley Dnve Apt.
B.
270-753-8242. Call or
Text.

Large 1BR Apt. Close
to campus. NO pets.
$310 plus deposit
270-556-7928

CALL NICKI
270-753-1916

Houma; Ad
rents, contact
Rene P Wank(

For Sale Do
acre comer

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Moat
& provide Peace of Mind for You

Houses For Rent

140

wodi

an baba

440

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.‘xan,
Townhouses
you will be redirected
Available NOW
to jobnetwork.corn.
starting at
By default.
$400/month
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
Coleman Real Estate
060
this website.
270-753-9898
Help Wanted
However, as a national
2BR, 1BA duplex.
website, not all listings
270-753Furnished
SENIOR HELPERS
on the jobnetwork.com
0259
OF WEST KY
are placed through
A2BR, 2 full bath
is looking for
the Murray Ledger
duplex, all appliances,
C.N.A.'s or
call
Please
& Times.
washer & dryer, cable
Experienced
us if you have any
& water are furnished.
questions regarding
Caregivers
$700/month. 104 Park
the Murray area
to help our Senior
St.270-753-2225.
you.
Thank
listings.
job
Clients in their
38R 2BA, Duplex vitih
homes.
bonus room within city
Part-time / Flexible
LABORERS Needed.
limits. Water and trash
hrs.
Must be experienced in
included. $900. 270Call 270-707-4263
mowing and lawn
293-5423
www.snagajob.com
maintenance.
University Heights
to apply.
Call 270-214-1235.
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Pm01‘1.1.1.1.1 I{
Ft LI, I
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
A position for a full time bookkeeper.
270-759-2282 or
Knowledge of Quick Books
270-395-7325
would be helpful.
Hearing Impaired only
Must be able to work with people.
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
6., Equal Housing
Send Resume to:
Opportunity. 1.81
PO. Box 1040 S
EOE
Murray, KY 42071
2BR 1BA Duplex.
CHVAC, all appliPAINTING contractor is ances, Large Deck in
LEARN TO PREPARE
back, quiet safe
recruiting professional
INCOME TAX
painters with 2 years neighborhood.
RETURNS:
experience, painters $550/mo, 1 month
Positions available:
trainee program posi- security, NO pets.
Persons needed to
tions are also available. (270)519-4831.
prepare income tax
No Smoking.
Call 270-753-6895 to
returns. Seasonal
and leave voice
apply
CALLOWAY GARDENS
employment, if you
message. Benefit proESSEX DOWNS
would like to work
and
gram include 401k
APARTMENTS
through the cold winter
vacations. No walk in
1BR from 1345
months. We will train.
applicants accepted.
28R from 1375
Call 270-753-9204
EOE
or email
270-753-855e
terpowell@ hrblock corn
1505 Duiguid Dr.

H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

roulade un an

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

DISCLAIMER

he

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK t.ICCLUC-1E-OVINER

you
so are vow
uotentiat customers!

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

S AND K MILLER ENTERTAINMENT LLC,
Mailing address 1300 N 16th St. Murray, KY
42071. Hereby declares intention(s) to apply for
k license
a Alcoholic Beverage License, Retail/Drink
is) no later than August 22nd 2016, The Business
to be licensed will be located at 1300 North 16th
Street, Murray, KY 42071. Doing business as THE
HANGOVER. The (ovmer(s); Principal Officers and
Directors; Limited Partners; or Members)are as
follows: Owner, Sabrina Miller of 330 N County
Line Rd. Calvert City, KY 42029. Any person,
association, corporation, or body politic may
protest the granting of the license(s) by writing the Dept. of Alcoholic Beverage Control,
1003 Twilight Trail, Frankfort, KY. 40604-8400,
within 30 days(EBB 243.430) of the date of this
legal publication.

are
t all dwell

CAMP ;DLPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

t, St
t
tkot
10.
are reading this,

Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.

Architectural Review Board will holds public
hearing on Thursday, September 1, 2016 at 4:30
p.m. in the Council Chambers of City Hall, located
at 104 N. 5th Street. The Board will review the
following Certificate of Appropriateneas
applications: First Baptist Church to construct a
new activity building at the corner of 4th and
Poplar Street; Peel and Holland to construct a new
building at 118 South 5th Street; Justin &
Stephanie Phillips to make alterations to the
exterior of the building located at 210 Main Street
These properties lie within the Historic Overlay
District. If further information is needed, please
contact the Murray Planning Department at
270-762-0300.

a rut le

PRE-PLANNING

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.

Any questions with respect to the CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS should be directed towards
James Oakley at 270-762-0350 Ext. 1133.

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Notice

The OWNER reserves the right to reject any and
all BIDS and waive any formalities in the bidding.
No BID shall be withdrawn fore period of sixty(45)
days subsequent to the opening of the BIDS
without the consent of the OWNER. Prime bidder
must be a listed contract document-holder.

heeity
Ike*
liondayTueJpi
ed. ps
friday
Sttards/

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

Murray
at
Units
Business Center storage will be selling as
Unit *125
follows
Candice Belcher

Bids shall be accompanied by a bid bond or a
certified payable to the City of Murray in the
amount equal to five percent(5%)of the bid.

bilks

lieday
Saurt Saver

THERE will be a lien
sale storage auction
Tuesday, August 23
2016 at 5:00pm at
Business
Murray
Center Storage, 1900
North 12th Street.

Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
obtained at the City Hall Building, 2nd floor, 104
North 5th Street Murray, Kentucky 42071 upon
payment of $20 dollars for each set. Checks shall
be made payable to the City of Murray.
Payment is non-refundable.

maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

adverbial;for

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

UNiel
Notice

Lena
Notice

270-75
For all your storage convenfence
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:

Aunty Nero LAI 1411 N. 11111
•MIC bongo•1000N.126
Light. Sec-Max and 24/7SurveilLsere

•Gariasi laud 1s k Miellisage•liwp
Climate Control

A •

1900 A N. 12th St PO. Rot65 Mundy. r Y42071
Office 270 753 1905 Fax 270 753 9505
• oulandrentals mail
ss
DOG Obedience
glendhesnmere.com
(270)438-2858.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton. KY
270-7054859

rf

er & Times
Mooday, August 22, 2016 • 7

Ledger & limes Fair
Ad Nelice
Al teal name advertised herein
skiied to the Federal Fau
*um% A WitICh Illiketo it
diegale ahem, 057efflefcrux itilliabaft x dillalalniflOn Marl On raz mice rebook wa, handicap, WWI& Silk. naounal origin or mentem to make arn skit peeleraxes, limitations ur diamarunatem
Slate laws forted docruninatiuri
ei the sair, rental or ad•iertuang
of owl ekode based on taloa in
addition to those protected
ender federal law
We will klIOWiley &XIX any
advertising for real Wait Willd1
IS WI noiabrin of thr Law All
are hereby informed
Averti.wd ue
ard
'
available on an equal oppyirturety basin
For hairier assigstAnce wIth i•alr
limning Advertising rtviirtinetna aintact NAA Louratel
Raw P Wain (11:3)618- ICOR

14.7•1

C

Hill Electric

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
Al] jobs - big or small

For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs"

wwv hitlelecinc.corn
436-5141 A-AFFORDABI_E Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work.
AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commeri
cial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Experience at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708762

For Sale Doublewide 1

Comer-Pottertown Rd.

270-227-3513
Ask for Mike
weekly & special pockups
ly owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

Free Estimates
You grow cr
.
We will mew it!

MITCHELL

$19,000 or best offer.

293-8823.

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Roors
Braces & Floor Joists
Rernoietng & F'kinteng

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

EMIER
lTORAGE
imate control
orage
ty alarmed
& clean
ell boxes!
it U-Hauls.
1-9600.

Drags, LLC
, 4th St &
ury Circle
atzea,
n evecy unit,
ty ligh
'emOdeled.
r81-7557

Climate
trolled
Units Now

UVE IN TN
This spacious abed
2 bath bnck home on
State Line Road in
Puryear is lust minutes
from Murray and has
an almost 5000 sq. ft.
outbuilding. Priced in
MLSfr
the $170's.
115684. Call Rusty
today at Moody Realty
410 Tyson Ave. Pans,
TN 38242.

Do Insurance Wort(
VIS3 & Mastenard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

MOOPIP's
COINCrOtle
•Onveways
•Patios
*Stamping
•Garages
•Dirt Work
•Lic & Ins.
Jeff moon,
931-289-9235

DC ZAwasatows

• A- .
•SCail Coating
& Striping
• Licensed-Insured

q'llfgSVRI Akkromyc
*OHM CARI

10 years experience

4iVSWAVTIN

(270) 759-0501

*C04049117CMC
'IV

CLEAN CUT

/An

CavrAer Secrr
270-97S-N5?

LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING

•Handyman Services

MULCHING

•Yard Work

LEAF REMOVAL

Single Space -$ 10 (Up to 40 words only, NO picture)
Double Space- $ 15(Up to 25 words & picture IN COLOR)

•Pressure Washing

Gary 270-227-0420

HULL. SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
d TRUCKING

Send payment, photo & information to:
Murray Ledger & Times
PO BOX 1040 Murray, KY 42071

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

All Your Septic Needs
Installation
Repair
Cart, Grays/
White Rock,
SandS Mulch
(270) 293-8686

Over 28 Years
Experience

,Message to Grandparents:

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
tALSJogiailiikKL,

(800)642-5093.
GaIllrnore Electrical Contractors, LLC

2005 Honda Odyssey
EXL, 140K miles, AC
ice cold, Leather Quad
Sunroof,
Seating,
Clean looks/ drives
Great!
$6,250
270-238-5630

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Ask about our
Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.

lailastrial/Commercial/Residential

James C. Gallimore
wWW.GECMURRAY.COM

I Your
Your

753-1916

(270) 759-0890

Name:
Phone Number:

AC ROSS

39 Prayer
ender

1 Mosquito
ykyrentals corn

attack

GARAGE SALE WORD SEARCH
0

Weddings

0

,Linniversaryrs
A

Engagement's

0

eabies

equired

A
0

6irtkday's

0
V

A

A
0
0

A

0

Call
Murray
Ledger cc
Times
Let us help
you
Celebrate

ADVERTISE
ANTIQUES
BROKEN
CASH
CLOTHING
DECOR

APR
L
P
E
A
D TM
W
UJ 0
N
O 05N
MR
R
I
L SB T
QOUE
LCSB
A
UOQ
Y
O CR
HS W
N
EK
E
N
✓ 03 Y
O 0 GU
A TM
C
A
AN
I
P
5 GW
H
AG
H
H GE L
DIRECTIONS
DISPLAY
DONATE
FURNITURE
GARAGE
HOLIDAY

A

A
A

A

0
0
A
HOME
JUNK
LAWN
MONEY
NEWSPAPER
OUTDOORS

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

LPS
H
TV
O
I
C
LFQ
I 0 S
D
R
E
APT
Y 0 P
G
F
E
RCT
O IA
SRI
A
OR
LUB
EK K
H
W3
O
Y
S
QEU
TQV
QIT
PROFIT
SALE
SETUP
SHINE
SIGN
TABLES

person

native
A

0

A

A

14 Polite
word
0
0

A

A

0

A

0
A
0
A
TOOLS
TOYS
TRANSA('
TION
WEEKEND

bath

site
18 Cry of
dismay
19 Snapshot
20 Have
debts
21 Price
22 Surgery
souvenirs

1 5 9 82 3 6 7 4

46I1

5 8 9

Great
weights
27 Chick's
26

Valley's
state
3 Circus
star

8 Needing
help

24 Paid for a

9 Hate

25

12 Changes

4 Montezuma and

Nice guy

27 Truthful

chemically

29 Witch

group
30 Fragrance
Have high 21 Bach
31 Refers to
works
hopes
32 Animated
22 Declares
6 Casual
characters
shirts
23 AstronomNapoleon

16 Uses oars

5

36 Drink

ical

7 Garden

cooler

haloes

tool

1

2

3

5

4

10

11

13

14

28 Gallery fill

15

6

7

8

9

IIII
12

29 Get in

16

35 Salad
green

5 8 1 6 92 7 4 3

38 Béchamel

17

16

19
21

20
22

23

25

24
27

26
28

19

33

34

30

I:79

35

dog

and

38
40

béarnaise

270.206.2517
Difficulty Level *

hand

mother

37 Dorothy's

6
8
6
4
5
9 7 2 13
.6 4 5 9'87 3 2 1
3 1 8 24 1 5 9 6 7

Saturday's answer

2 Sun

openings

8 6 4 715 9 1 3 2
7 2 6 31 4 8 9 5
4 9 3 5 7 8 2 1

DOWN
1 Cookie
quantity

25 Fence

touch
with
33 Sock part
34 Toronto's
province

By Days Green

ice

Auction
vios
Auction
in, KY
6-4859

15 `Ta-ta!"

17 Mud

0

ITIONS:

6
1
341

13 Pack
down

V

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers_ The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the Gonceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

2 3 7

thrifty

41 Pertness

11 Oklahoma

270-753-1916

labk

40 Wasn't

5 Plant pest

10 First

USES

ARAB
ALPACA
DIVE
NORMAL
EP IC
GRINDS
CLOAK
LACES
PRESTO
EXES
T A R ANTON
JOY BUZZER
ENYA
LAP
CLIP
ESTATE
SHANE
AMENS
STAPLE
D I DO
AIRIER
ENID
TRYSTS
RENE

CROSSWORDS

GAME CENTER

S ont,ne at
property corn

1.5.00
30.00
35.00

classified@murrayledger.com

Call Nicki to Place your
Spotlight AD TODAY

•Gutter Cleaning

-753-999g

outh

NICKI PEACH

PAVING

Cc. & Ins

bid will be awarded
September 1st. 270-

Ads

270-753-1916

BROS.

270-293-5949

August 31st. Winning

We want Your Community to
know about YOU

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
0,
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

R /T

acre corner lot. Cherry

Nicki has been
with Murray
Ledger & Times
for 2 years.
Always happy to
help serve you.
Ask Nicki for help
with Classified

270-293-3108
Ask for Jesse

Lawn Service

Accepting offers until

Morris Family
Farina

41

31

32

• 8• Monday,August 22,2016
Murray Ledger dc

Laskin Beck
Tea years ago
April Byars, Christopher Holt and
Alex Mason recently shared a day
on the lake with Sherry Holt
and
"Ledger & Times" columnist Jerry
Maupin.
Pictured is Murray High's Tyler
Glynn as he gets some help from Tiger teammates as he runs past Dyer
County's BA. Davis in the first half
of Friday's game at "I}, Holland Stadium. Glynn finished with 55 yards
on 15 carries.
The Gayle Cook Commonwealth
Attorney U-14 softball team went
a perfect 20-0 to win the season
championship. Team members are
pictured and include Megan Shoulberg, Rachel Parker, Brittany Scott,
McKayIon Wilson, Kaytin Cu!lop,
Coach Dennis Pittenger, Allison
Rogers, Melissa Shoulberg, Lauren Beerabum, Coach Don Rogers,
Brittany Wetzel, Jessica Cahoon,
Laura Scarbrough and Coach Troy
Parker.
Murray RJC Modelers Frank Thill,
Steve Canter and Tim Garland,
swoop, hover,climb, twist, turn and
dive their scale-model aircraft over
Erwin Field as part of the Modelers'
Summer Fly-in and FAA Weekend. About 25 members of the club
demonstrated the capabilities of the
model airplanes to a crowd of about
200 spectators.
Twenty years ago
New officers of the Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's Club are Angie Massey, vice
chairman; Nancy Wright, secretary;
Annie Knight, chairman and Betty
Scott, treasurer.
Pictured is Calloway County's
Melanie Heltsley and a Reidland
player as they work for the ball
during the first half of the girls' soccer game at the CCHS field.
With the turn of the century, Murray State University President Dr.
Kern Alexander announced a new
program, the Residential College
concept. The program will break
the campus into eight colleges and
each college will have its own faculty head.
Hazel Woman's club installed
new officers and presented a scholarship award at its recent meeting.

Fear lingers after lunchtime
walker is attacked by dog

New officers are Janice Wilkuison,
treasurer, Carolyn Parks, first vice
president, Rita Emery, second vice
DEAR ABBY: For health rea- with little to offer her. She says the
president, Linda Bennett, president;
Sandra Gallimore, recording secre- sons, I had been walking during only reason she stays is because
tary and Mary Ann Orr,correspond- my lunch break at wort.That end- her job provides benefits and she's
ed last summer when someone un- currently going through physical
ing secretary.
leashed his dog between his house therapy.
Thirty years ago
and his car. The dog saw me on
Mom is single, has no potenSeveral groups have announced
the sidewalk, tial prospects and no social life
they will participate in the first Fall
charged, outside of church. Her friends are
Festival in the Murray-Calloway
jumped on all married or have moved away.
County Park, according to Parks
me and bit I feel like she's not living her life
Director Gary Hohman. Scheduled
me. Thank- fully, and I wish she could find the
for Sept. 20,the festival will include
fully, I put courage to leave. How can I conamong other things, a fish fry, a road
my arm up, vince her to be OK with the unrace, musical performances and a
so it only got known and move to the big city?
variety of craft exhibits.
my arm, but -- CITY GAL IN SAN FRANCISThree local agents from Century 21
now I'm ter- CO
Loretta Jobs Realtors recently comrified to walk
DEAR CITY GAL: Does your
Dear Abby
pleted with honors a three-month
outside for mother plan to be receiving phystraining program. Pictured are
fear of be- ical therapy in perpetuity? If not,
by
ing attacked be patient. Wait until it is finished
Bob Perrin, Andy Jobs and Mary
Abigail
again.
and find out whether her job offers
Jane Roberson.
Van Buren
The bite
vacation time. If it does, invite her
Rick Melton recently completed
was nothing to visit and show her what the big
the state requirements and the State
Board of Accountancy of Kentucky compared to the trauma. I'm afraid city has to offer.
If she can't get away, you may
requirements for admission to the the fear will be with me for the rest
of my life. No one thinks their dog have to "entice" her by sending
practice of the profession of public
would hurt someone, but I learned her videos of all the fun things she
accounting as a Certified Public Acthe hard way it's not always true. could be doing if she lived closcountant.
I wish dog owners would be more er. I can't guarantee it will work
Forty years ago
responsible, not only for their because it's possible she's happy
Sandra Stark, daughter of Mr. and sake, but also for their dog's
and with her life the way it is. HowMrs. Charles Stark of Murray, won other people's. Do you have any ever;
if she's not, it might be an
the Senior Holstein Showmanship thoughts? -- SHELL-SHOCKED effective way
to whet her appetite.
Award in the FFA Dairy Show at the IN MICHIGAN
•••••
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.
DEAR SHELL-SHOCKED:
DEAR ABBY: At what age do
Paducah Mayor Dolly McNutt When the attack happened, you
you believc it is appropriate for
spoke at a pre-service program should have reported it to ani- a girl to start wearing makeup?
mal control and given them the I don't mean lipstick and huge
for teaching staff of Murray City
address of the homeowner. If the amounts of eye shadow, but a bit
Schools.
dog's owner didn't volunteer to of mascara and lip gloss? -- WONFifty years ago
Arthur L. Bailey has been named see you got help for your injury DERING IN THE SUBURBS
DEAR WONDERING: A
as executive director of the Hous- -- and that includes your emotionton-McDevitt Clinic Inc., according al trauma -- you should discuss it touch of lip gloss when a girl is in
to an announcement by Dr. Hugh L. with a lawyer. If that dog had been the seventh grade is fine, but she
a large one, you could have been should hold off on the mascara for
Houston.
seriously injured.
another year or two.
Sixty years ago
Go online to the Humane SociRecent births reported at the Murety's helpful section on this topic,
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
www.nodogbites.org. As for my Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
and Mrs. Clayborn Crick, a girl to
thoughts, I think you should re- Phillips, and wasfounded by her
Mr. and Mrs. James Johnson and a sume your exercise
routine when- mother,Pauline Phillips. Contact
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dowdy.
ever the weather permits.
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.
Pure pork sausage is listed as sellcorn or P.O. Box 69440, Los Aning for 25 cents per pound in an ad
DEAR ABBY: My 62-year-old geles, CA 90069,
for Johnson's Grocery.
mother is living in a small town
OMNI.

Today In History
proclaimed all of New Mexico a territory of the United States.
In 1851, the schooner America
outraced more than a dozen British
vessels off the English coast to win a
trophy that came to be known as the
America's Cup.
In 1910, Japan annexed Korea,
which remained under Japanese
control until the end of World War
In 1922, Irish revolutionary Michael Collins was shot to death, apparently by Irish Republican Army
members opposed to the Anglo-Irish

Treaty that Collins had co-signed.
In 1932, the British Broadcasting
Corp. conducted its first experimental television broadcast, using a 30line mechanical system.
In 1956, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower and Vice President
Richard Nixon were nominated for
second terms in office by the Republican National Convention in San
Francisco.
In 1968, Pope Paul VI arrived in
Bogota, Colombia, for the start of
the first papal visit to South America.
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BLONDIER
I DON'T THINK
'IYES, IT IS, DEAR...
IT'S
THE COFFEE IS THE COFFEE IS
PERFECT?
VERY STRONG
PERFECT
THIS MORNING,
THIS
4; _ikel HONEY
MORNING I
„>

IT'S VERY
PERFECT/

WELL, ALL RIGHT, 7FECT
THEN...PERFECT
IT 15

-a
,traNt

DUSTIN
(EVERYONE AT THE
RADIO 5TATION GOT
A FITSIT
ACTIVITY TRACKER.

GARFIELD

DEAR DOCTOR K: I've been
diagnosed with shingles. What can
I take for the pain?
DEAR READER: Shingles,
also known as herpes z,oster or
just roster, is caused by the varicella-zoster
virus. It is the
same
virus
that causes
chickenpox.
Once
you
have
had
chickenpox,
the varicella-zoster virus remains
your
Dr. Komaroff in
body's nerve
by
tissues.
It
Dr. Anthony
is inactive,
but it can be
Komaroff
reactivated
later in life.
This causes shingles.
When the virus reactivates, it
causes a burning or tingling sensation in the affected areas. A few
days later, the virus causes a blistery rash. Your affected skin may
be so painful and sensitive ihat
you cannot even stand having your
clothing touching the area. One
patient of mine with shingles on
his forearm switched for several
weeks to wearing a short-sleeved
shirt to the office, something he
never had worn to work before.
If you're over age 50 and have
had shingles pain for less than three
days,the current recommendations
call for doctors to prescribe antiviral medicine to kill the virus that
causes shingles.(If you are younger than 50 and very uncomfortable
from shingles that began in the last
three days, your doctor may still
prescribe antiviral therapy.)
The two medicines recommended most often are famciclovir
(Famvir) and valacyclovir (Valtrex). These antiviral medications
not only help shorten the days of
pain that you have, they also help
reduce the risk of long-lasting
shingles pain, a condition called

post-herpetic neuralgia.
The pain that accompanies stun
gles can be intense. If the antiviral
medicine does not provide enough
relief, you can take additional pain
medicines. Start with nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs(NSA1D5)
and acetaminophen. If necessary,
your doctor will prescribe more
potent pain medicines; these include codeine,tramadol and(when
the pain is very severe) oxycodone
Some studies led doctors to add
corticosteroid drugs such as prednisone to the treatment of shingles.
However, as more studies of this
treatment have been completed, it
looks as though these medicines
may offer more risks than benefits.
You should also gently rinse
your skin rash and blisters once or
twice daily with cool water. Your
doctor may suggest that you use
antibiotic ointment on open areas.
Shingles usually takes seven to
10 days to run its course. Blisters
may take several weeks to disappear completely. The duration of
pain is highly variable. Most people's pain decreases within two or
three months.
However, a small number of
people develop post-herpetic neuralgia and continue to have pain for
many months, or even years. Different medications from those used
during the attack of shingles are
effective. These include tricyclic
drugs, gabapentin and pregabalin.
These drugs alter the way your
central nervous system perceives
pain signals. If the pain is severe,
then the more potent drugs used
for the pain of shingles may also be
helpful. These include oxycodone,
morphine and methadone.
Other treatments for post-herpetic neuralgia being evaluated, but as
yet unproven, include capsaicin,
topical lidocaine and acupuncture.
A shingles vaccine is recommended for most adults age 60 and older.
Even though treatment is effective,
nothing beats preventing the condition in the first place.
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PRINT THAT'S NOT SO FINE
Dear Readers: Today's SOUND OFF is about a
craft store's coupons:
"A fabric store sends out 'valuable coupons'for its
patrons to use. Atfirst glance, the deals look amazing,
offering as much as 60 percent off the total purchase.
"Reading thefine print -- and believe me, it's really,
reallyfine -- you'll see that anything you might consider using
the coupon for is exempt from
the discount! Listed on each
coupon can be as many as 25plus categories/items.
"The items listed are printed in the tiniest font possible.
I used a magnifying glass just
to read it! Even my son, whose
vision is fine, couldn't believe
the font used on the coupons."
by
-- Anna A. in San Antonio
Heloise
Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are
some other usesfor an empty, cleaned-out potato-chip
can. Repurpose it to:
1. Store multiple coffee pods.
2. Hold crochet or knitting needles.
3. Carry or store condiment packets.
4. Protect some of the more popular store-bought
cookies.
5. Contain children's small toys.
Heloise
OPERATION CARE AND COMFORT
Dear Heloise: In March 2013, you printed a hint
about supporting the valuable nonprofit Operation
Care and Comfort, which sends care packages to deployed troops.
I've since discovered that the address you provided
then (I clipped and saved the column) is no longer val-

id. The new address is:
Operation Care and Comfort
c/o American Red Cross
2731 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95134
Thanks! -- Beth, via email
Beth,thanksfor the update. Further research on this
topic gave me the following websites,for those ofyou
who prefer going that route. Here is a list:
www.operationcomfort.org
www.operationgratitude corn
www.military-missions.org
www.redcross.org.
Heloise
GRIPPING SHELF LINER
Dear Heloise: A few weeks ago, you posted other
uses for gripping shelf liner, and I wanted to thank you
for the soap-dish hint.
My bar of soap kept falling out of the "cutout" soap
dish in my shower stall. I had some leftover liner, so
I cut a small piece to fit in the soap dish. Now the bar
stays put, and if I ever have to clean the liner, I simply
take it out of the dish and wring it a few times under
the water spray.
Again,thanks for the wonderful hint! So simple, but
not necessarily so obvious! -- Frankie H., via email
OFFICE-SUPPLY CATALOG
Dear Heloise: I'm a retired teacher and am always
trying to find different ways to reinforce my middleschool-age grandchildren's academic skills. I recently
acquired a catalog from a local office-supply store and
used it to reinforce many math, reading and language
skills.
The great thing is that the children actually enjoy
looking through it, so it was easy to follow along and
ask questions related to a certain page's content. They
know that I love learning and will try to fit in some
"learning time" while we're together. I make it fun,
and they seem to enjoy it. -- Gam in Minnesota
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Antiviral medicines help ease shingles pain

Hints From Heloise

Today is Monday, Aug. 22, the
235th day of 2016. There are 131
days left in the year.
TOday's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 22, 1485, England's
King Richard III was killed in the
Battle of Bosworth Field,effectively
ending the War of the Roses.
On this date:
In 1787, inventor John Fitch
demonstrated his steamboat on the
Delaware River to delegates from
the Constitutional Convention in
Philadelphia.
In 1846, Gen. Stephen W. Keamy
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Aug. 23, 2016:
This year you put a great deal of emphasis on your
dreams and desires. You are likely to get what you
want, as long as you don't become too distracted.
Focus and endurance count. Try not to put too
many irons in the fire; otherwise, you could feel
overwhelmed. If you are single, you are likely to
meet a dreamy suitor through a friend. Don't expect
to find any similarities between your friend and this
person; they are likely to be very different people.
If you are attached, the two of you work together to
manifest a long-term dream. TAURUS knows how
to express his or her affection in a meaningful way.

have even more support for a project than you had
imagined.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Reach out to a loved one at a distance.
You'll see how much this person cares, and will
hear what he or she has to offer. Your ability to stay
grounded is likely to be emphasized. Others note
this stability and often flock toward you.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Examine what you need and expect
from someone you care about. Open up a talk
with knowledge of what is happening. You will
want to discuss what interests you. Be ready for
a conversation that might be contentious but
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: noteworthy.
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
1 -Difficult
**** You might not be ready for what is coming
down the pike, but your imagination and ingenuity
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
will step right in. Your ability to adjust has increased,
**** Curb your assertive side. Your intuitive self and you will demonstrate this skill
once more.
emerges when dealing with others. You know when SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
someone is not on the up-and-up. A boss seems to **** You will need to pace yourself
in order to
believe that he or she is on top of a problem, but accomplish what you want. Do not
push a family
you might not feel the same way.
member too far. Listen to news. You might be
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
ecstatic about information that comes forward, but
***** You refuse to back down, and others take what you hear with a grain of
salt. Are you
count on that trait. The Moon is in your sign, being realistic?
bringing opportunities with it. Be responsive and CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
return calls. Someone at a distance might let you ***** Allow your creativity to
emerge when
know that he or she has had a change of heart, you sense that something is off. Follow
through on
which will be a relief.
your priorities, but feel free to revise your thinking,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
if need be. You seem to say the right words at the
*** Take your time. How you see someone right time.
else's vision could be quite different from how the AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
majority of people see it. You might choose to keep **** Remember that the basics
count. If you're
your opinion to yourself for now. Your perception of feeling out of sorts, or if you think that
something
a work-related matter seems to be transforming. is running amok, confirm what you
are sensing.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
You could stop a problem from arising by following
***** Zero in on what you want, and don't sell through on your intuitive hunches.
yourself short. Others will respond to your efforts. PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Get to the bottom of a situation, and you will see all ***** You might feel as If you are in
a haze and
the different pieces fall into place Be imaginative not exactly sure of what is going on. A
discussion
in how you solve a hassle that emerges.
with a friend will make your contentment soar
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
Someone around you could be two-faced. Be aware
***** Allow others to give you their opinions. of this tendency, and keep your
distance.
Revise your schedule to incorporate these
conversations People observe what you are BORN TODAY
doing and saying. Before you know it, you could
Musician Rick Springfield (1949)
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

focused on during each practice. mage, rebounding from throwHe wants us to get at least three ing interceptions to Shipley and
turnovers in every practice, and Toby Ornli. "Turnovers are very
The third scrimmage of Mur- that's our goal."
big."
ray State's football training
Shipley said Boone is conHumphries, a STATS third
camp looked very similar to the stantly yelling,"Go get the ball! team Preseason All-American,
first two. The Racers' defense Go get the ball!"
threw from more than 2,700
came out to play.
"We know this what is going yards and 22 touchdowns last
MSU defenders intercepted to win games for us, if we can season. After losing his top three
five passes and forced a fumble win that turnover battle," Ship- targets from 2015, Humphries
against one of the most fast- ley said.
said he's still building chemistry
paced, highly explosive offensPart of the reason for Murray with a few of the new wideouts.
es in the nation Sunday night at State's resurgence on defense is
"A few of those guys have
Roy Stewart Stadium.
that linemen are getting more really stepped up and I could go
"I think our success on de- pressure on starting quarterback on-and-on about them," Humfense comes straight from (de- KD Humphries and backups phries said. "(Jensen) Feggins
fensive coordinator) Coach Houston Hartz and Cameron and (Tyre) Gray have really
(Chris) Boone. He's come here Birse, a recent transfer from Ar- stepped up at the Y-spot to give
since last year and has preached kansas State.
(Jesse) Blackburn a breather, but
turnovers," said Murray State
"It's great to see those guys we still have some learning to
defensive back Zach Shipley, flying around and making plays do,even in my spot."
who picked off two passe_s Sun- on the ball. They are either getHumphries said Malik Gelday night. "It does't matter if ting their hands on the ball or son, a 5-foot-9 redshirt senior
DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information that means to make a strip on they are coming away with it," who transferred from Delaware
Murray State defensive coordiator Chris Boone points toward the field Sunday night a running back or just being a said Humphries, who looked
at Roy Stewart Stadium, where the Racers held their final scrimmage of training camp.
ballhawks, this is what we have stronger at the end of the scrimSee RACERS, Page 10

PREP FOOTBALL: MURRAY HIGH 17, WEST GREENE,TENN., 12

RIO SUMMER GAMES: MEN'S BASKETBALL
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for
win
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Buffaloes
Top MHS running back suffers

ankle injury
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EVENSVILLE, Tenn. —
Murray High running back/
middle linebacker Andrew Pajor
suffered a serious ankle injury
against West Greene, Tenn., on
Saturday, but that didn't prevent
the Tigers from posting a 17-12
season-opening win over the
Buffaloes at Rhea County High
School.
Pajor, who ran 14 times for
70 yards and a third-quarter
touchdown,was a trailing runner
during a defensive play later in
the period, when another player made contact with him from
behind. Pajor fell to the turf and
laid there motionless for about
30 minutes, during the first of
two delays for lightning and
heavy rain Saturday.
After being carted off the
field on a gurney and taken to an
area hospital in Dayton, Tenn.,
Pajor's status in returning to
Murray High's lineup is unknown.
Tigers head coach Keith
Hodge praised his team for overcoming adversity.
"That was a lot for us to
deal with because it's not every
day that a team like ours goes
through a situation like this,"
Hodge said. "One of our most
experienced players went down
with a horrible injury after we
were expecting him to have an
incredible season for us. Andrew
could still have a bright future
ahead of him because we don't
know what the extent is of his
injury."
Originally scheduled to be
played at Tennessee Tech University like the first meeting
of the Tigers and Buffaloes in
2015, this game was moved to
Bill Horton Field at Rhea County High School after officials
from West Greene were told
Tucker Stadium in Cookeville,
Tenn., had already been booked.
See TIGERS, Page 10

AP Photo
Team USA's Kevin Durant(5)celebrates with teammates
Drayrnond Green (14) and others after a steal and dunk
against Serbia during the men's basketball gold medal
game at the 2016 Summer Olympics on Sunday In Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil.

By BRIAN MAHONEY
The Associated Press

TATE McCLAIN RUSSELL / The Greeneville, Tenn., Sun
attempts
to tackle West Greene quarterback Preston Fox In
Parks
Murray High's Michael
the end zone during their game Saturday at Rhea County High School in Evensville, Tenn.

PREP SPORTS ROUNDUP

Niesen,Grogan lift Lady Tigers in split
Staff Reports
NICHOLASVILLE — Ryann Neistn and Lydia Grogan
stepped into the forefront of
the Murray High offense as the
head coach Sharma 'Traylor and
the Lady Tigers began pursuit of
their season.
Grogan and Neisen each
scored two goals as MHS split
its weekend games, beating East
Jessamine 3-0 on Saturday before falling to No.6-ranked West
Jessamine 5-1 on Sunday.
Brittany Lawson assisted
both of Neisen's goals in the first

half against East Jessamine before Grogan put the match away
on Kess Kelly's assist.
No. 11-ranked Murray High
outshot East Jessamine 19-4
as MHS goalkeeper Kennedy
Jones posted her first shutout of
the season.
Grogan scored the only goal
for the Lady Tigers against West
Jessamine,also on an assist from
Lawson.
Jones collected five saves in
the match, but came up short of
a win after the Lady Tigers were
plagued with five second-half
fouls.

Murray High hosts Mayfield
in an All A Region 1 Tournament
match at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday at
the Mallary France Soccer Complex.
NOTE: Ratings for this story
were collected from the 2016
Maher Preseason Girls Soccer
Rankings.

VOLLEYBALL
Lady Lakers win twice
at Apollo Summer Slam
OWENSBORO — After
a two-set sweep at Hickman
County to open its season, Calloway County went 2-3 against

top competition at the Apollo
Summer Slam Tournament on
Friday and Saturday.
After losses to Caldwell
County (25-12, 25-12), Owensborn (25-22, 22-25, 15-11) and
Grayson County (25-22. 25-12)
on Friday night, the Lady Ulcers rebounded to defeat Franklin-Simpson (25-14, 26-24) and
McLean County (25-17, 25-14)
on Saturday to improve to 3-3
this season.
"I'm proud of how the girls
played. They fought until the
See ROUNDUP, Page 10

RIO DE JANEIRO — The
U.S. Olympic men's basketball
team ended up right where expected.
The Americans got their
gold, and they did it easily.
Saving their best for last
in a tournament that had been
tough, the U.S. convincingly won its third straight gold
medal,beating Serbia 96-66 on
Sunday.
After a few close calls earlier in the Olympics,this was no
contest. Kevin Durant scored
30 points and helped the Americans jump out to a huge lead
by halftime.
Paul George said he and his
teammates took out their frustrations on Serbia after hearing
all the talk about them being
less talented than previous
U.S. squads and not blowing
teams out.
"We did a good job of bottling all that up and unleashed
it on Serbia," George said.
It was the final game with
the national team for Mike
Krzyzewski, who took, the
Americans back to the top and
leaves with them there after
becoming the first coach to win
three Olympic gold medals.
Carmelo Anthony also
picked up his third gotd to go
with a bronze, becoming the
most decorated male in Olympic basketball history.
The U.S. beat Serbia by just
94-91 in pool play, holding
on when Bogdan Bogdanovic
missed a 3-pointer at buzzer.
This rematch looked nothing
like that meeting, but it did
resemble the final of the 2014
Basketball World Cup, which
the Americans won 129-92.
Anthony checked back into
the rout in the final minutes
so he could grab a seventh
rebound, passing David Robinson for U.S. record with *the
125th in his Olympic career.
He had already become the
leading scorer earlier in the
tournament,capping an Olympic career that began with
disappointment as a member
of the U.S. team that finished
third in 2004.

The Americans haven't lost
since, winning 25 straight in
the Olympics.
A few of the victories were
more difficult than usual in this
tournament, where half the
Americans' eight games were
decided by 10 points or fewer.
Krzyzewski said it didn't
matter how the Americans
won, that there would be no
questions as long as they did.
And there was no doubt
they would Sunday once Durant heated up.
He had also scored 30 in
the 2012 gold-medal game,
after he poured in a U.S.-record 38 in one game en route
to the MVP of the 2010 world
basketball championship. He is
already the Americans' No. 2
career scorer in the Olympics
in just two appearances.
When the final horn sounded, the U.S. players shared
long hugs with each other and
then Krzyzewski.
DeAndre Jordan went to the
stands at Carioca Arena and
collected an American flag,
which he initially wrapped
himself in like a blanket before holding it high over his
head for all to see. After a slow
start in Rio,there was no doubt
about who was on top, and the
Americans beamed as they
walked off the floor before the
medal ceremony where they
will again be center court.
It was a tough ending for
after an impressive run for Serbia in its first Olympics as an
independent nation. The heart
of an international power in the
former Yugoslavia, the Serbs
hadn't qualified for the Olympics since gaining their independence in 2006.
They dropped three games
in the group stage but had
the look of a team that could
challenge the Americans after nearly knocking them off
earlier in the tournament and
overwhelming Australia in the
semifinals.
They were down just 16-15
before Durant made a 3-pointer for the final points of the first
quarter, and before then knew
it he had turned the game into
See GOLD,Page 10
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WOMEN'S SOCCER: ALABAMA 4, MURRAY STATE 2
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Games
BOYS AND GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY
6 p.m.
Murray High at Calloway County 34 Showdown
BOYS AND GIRLS GOLF
4 p.m.
Calloway County, kaanleki at Murray High,
Murray Country Dub
%seders Games
BOYS SOCCER
7 p.m.
AN A Region 1 Tournament cluarterfmai, Mayfield at Murray High
GIRLS SOCCER
5:30 p.m.
AN A Region 1 Tournament Quarterfinal, MayISM it Murray High
PREP VOLLEYBALL
7 p.m.
Ballad Memorial at Murray High
WHIM County at Calloway County

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
RASFRAI
101.m.

ESPN — Little League World Series, consolation game, Emilia. Italy vs Bend, Ore., at South
Williamsport, Pa.
12 p.m.
ESPN — Lithe League World Series, elimination game, Aguadulce, Panama vs Sydney, at
South Williamsport, Pa.
2 p.m.
ESPN — Little League World Series, eliminabon game, Endwell, N Y VS Goodlettsville, Tenn.,
at South Williamsport, Pa.
5 p.m.
ESPN — Little League World Series. elimination game, Vancouver. B.0 vs. Seoul, at South
Williamsport, Pa.

•Racers...
From Page 9
State, is a wideout who can,"Go
up and fight for the ball."
Still, it's been the defense that
has made the biggest statement
this training camp. Shipley and
his defensive teammates have
adopted Boone's attitude.
"It's time for us to step up
and pull our weight," Shipley
said."We know that our gffense
is going to put up points and, if
our defense can come along like
is has in camp, we can be a great
team. We come into this season
with a chip on our shoulder.
knowing that our defense hasn't
gotten a lot of respect from the
Ohio Valley Conference the last
couple years. It's our turn to
come out here and play physical because that is what Coach
Boone has preached to us all
throughout camp."
Racers head coach Mitch
Stewart had two reactions for
the MSU defense after the final
scrimmage, this one with referees on hand.
"Positively,our defense dominated this scrimmage but, negatively. I would have liked to
have seen them do more a little
more things out of our base (42-51," Stewart said. "We could't
handle their pressure and we
never handled it one time. Our

III Roundup...
From Page 9
end," fourth-year Lady Lakers
head coach Mary Price said.
Calloway County dives into
District 4 play when its hosts
Marshall County at 7 p.m. Tuesday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

BOYS GOLF
Lakers,Tigers rained out
at Ballard Memorial Invite
BARLOW — Heavy rain
forced the cancellation of the
Ballard Memorial Invitational
on Saturday.•

7 p.m.
ESPN — Little League World Series, eilminebon game Johnston, lows vs Bowling Green,
Ky., at South Will=1,Pa.
RACING
3 pun.
F52 — Saratoga Uve, Summer Colony Stakes,
at Saratoga Springs, N.Y
MLB
6 p.m
MLR — Washington at Baltimore OR Kansas
City at Miami
Tuesday's Games
BOXING
11 p.m.
FS1 — Caleb Plant vs Juan Co Angel. super
middleweights, at Bethlehem, Pa.
BASEBALL
a.ot
ESPN — Lithe League World Series, consolation game, at South Williamsport, Pa.
2 p.m.
ESPN — Lithe League World Series, elimination game, at South Williamsport, Pa.
p.m.
ESPN — Little League World Series, elimination game, at South Williamsport, Pa.
MU3
6 p.m.
MLB — Washington at Baltimore OR Kansas
City at Miami
7 p.m.
FSMW — N.Y. Mets at St. Louis
9 p.m.
ESPN — N.Y Yankees at Seattle
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
FS1 — UEFA Champions League, Roma vs. PC
Porto
FS2 — UEFA Champions League, Monaco vs
Villarreal
FSN — UEFA Champions League, Hapoel
Be'er-Sheva vs. Celtic

quarterbacks made some very
bad decisions. I think we had
two interceptions after our first
four plays."
Stewart said the offense experienced some unusual results
(an interception,a sack,a throwaway, another sack, another
throwaway and a fumble) after
being put in a series of situations.
"We didn't handle the situations very well," Stewart said,
"Even at the end, when the offense scored, there were offsetting unsportsmanlike penalties,
which could make us attempt a
harder field goal or make us kick
off from the 25-yard-line. With
a minute-and-a-half left, that's
enough time for teams to do
things against us."
Stewart said the positive
thing for the offense is that,
"there are teaching moments on
film that we can correct."
Humphries said he has
worked to become a more mobile quarterback this summer.
On Sunday night when his receivers were covered, Humphries scrambled outside the
pocket to pick up yardage with
his legs.
"I just want to be able to improvise a little more and make
a few more plays," Humphries
said. ,
The Racers begin the 2016
season Sept. 3 at Illinois. IN

Racers fail to hold lead in season-opening loss to Tide
minute, Limkster's shot was
blocked, but Withers knocked
home the rebound.
"In the first half we played
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. —
The Murray State soccer squad very, very well," said Murstarted fast, but ultimately ray State head coach Jeremy
couldn't finish off the Alabama Groves. "We looked comfortCrimson Tide in the 2016 sea- able and played good defenson opener. The 4-2 loss for the sively. We scored twice and had
Racers came after they burst to two other good looks."
met Racers' 2-0 halftime
a 2-0 lead at the Alabama Soclead came on nine shots, while
cer Complex in Tuscaloosa.
MSU junior Harriet Withers, the Crimson Tide kept MSU
the 2015 Ohio Valley Confer- goalkeeper Alex Steigerwald
ence Player of the Year, put the busy with 12 shots.
In the second half,the Racers
Racers in front in the 29th mincouldn't stem the Crimson
assisted
just
was
that
goal
a
with
ute
by Aaron Lankster. In the 42nd Tide's four unanswered goals.
Dy DAVE WINDOt
MSU Sports Information

•Tigers...
From Page 9
A scramble to find a venue
took place before officials
from Rhea County agreed to
host the contest.
The MHS football team
left Murray at 7 a.m. Saturday for its 4 hour, 20 minute
drive to Evansville, an unincorporated area seven miles
north of Dayton. Combined
with Pajor's injury and a day
of inclement weather, the Tigers dealt with all of it and
came away with a victory.
Hodge said he was concerned about how the Murray
High players would respond,
especially after losing Pajor.
"I was worried about how
our players would respond
after losing such a presence
on both sides of the ball like
we did. Honestly. I didn't
know how we would respond," Hodge said. "When
went back to the locker room,
the coaches told the players
that we needed to play for
Andrew. We wanted to let
Andrew know that we were
going to fight through this,
play hard and show him what
kind of character we have.
We did such a great job of
going back out there fired
up that I was impressed with
how we responded."
Trailing West Greene 1210 about halfway through the
third quarter, Murray High
linebacker John O'Brien
scooped up and ran back a
Buffaloes' fumble for an apparent go-ahead touchdown.
Pajor was a trailing runner
on that play when his injury occurred. The score was
nullified by a penalty for an
illegal block and a 30-minute
delay for inclement weather
ensued.
When play resumed, the
Tigers came out of the locker room fired up. They handed the ball to junior Michael

Parks, who introduced himself
to the varsity backfield by carrying nine times on a 10-play,
78-yard drive that he ended with
his 6-yard touchdown run. That
gave Murray High a 17-12 lead
with about 13 1/2 minutes left.
"This was a great game because it showed that we can
overcome adversity. If we can
win a game like this, it shows us
that we can do anything," Parks
said. "Our confidence is really
high and, right now, we want to
work even harder."
Parks led all rushers in the
game with 118 yards on 25 carries.
After Parks' touchdown, the
Tigers' defense made a thunderous roar. The Buffaloes, who
had six first downs, managed
only one after halftime.
West Greene had three remaining possessions, one of
which MHS forced the Buffaloes into kicking a 24-yard punt
to the WGHS 35-yard-line.
The final two West Greene
drives ended with Murray High
defensive tackle Tuff Wheeler
stopping Buffaloes running back
Brian McCrary for no gain on
4th-and-2 at the WGHS 43 with
8:55 left. Then,Tigers defensive
tackle Hunter Holt sacked West
Greene quarterback Preston Fox
on 4th-and-9 at the WGHS 25
with 2:58 to play.
Holt said his play happened
by accident.
"I was supposed to be a decoy for our defensive end, who
was coming on a slant. I just
burst through the line and (Fox)
came right to me," Holt said.
Holt praised Parks for taking
a major step forward on offense.
"He was the star running
back on our junior varsity team
last year," Holt said of Parks.
"I've seen him run and, I think,
he will only get better."
The first half looked gloomy
for the Tigers, who trailed 12-3

Alabama scored in the 50th and
73rd minutes to even the score
and tacked on two more in the
80th and 83rd minutes for the
4-2 final.
Steigerwald played all 90
minutes for the Racers in net.
She faced 26 shots and had six
saves. Her four save in the first
half made sure the Racers had
the lead as the second half began.
At the end of the day, the
Racers racked up 12 shots and
put seven on goal.
"We made some bad mistakes in the second half which
disappointing," Groves added.

at intermission.
After Murray High's first
possession ended with a bad
snap that resulted in a fumble on
the West Greene 2-yard-line, the
Buffaloes didn't take advantage
until the second quarter.
West Greene put together a
13-play, 71-yard drive that was
highlighted by Preston Fox's 13yard pass to Kyler Clowers on
4th-and-6 to the Murray High 5.
Four plays later, Fox tossed an
8-yard touchdown pass to Julian
Lane for the first score of the
game.
The Buffaloes led 6-0 with
7:53 left in the first half after
their extra-point kick sailed
wide right.
The Tigers rallied to trim
their deficit in half (6-3) two
drives later on a 33-yard field
goal from Matt D'Elia with 1:13
left in the first half. Murray High
helped itself by winning the
battle of field position, including D'Elia's 56-yard punt that
resulted in a touchback before
MHS stopped West Greene and
forced an 8-yard punt that went
out of bounds on the Buffaloes'
26.
Lane, who delivered a huge
special teams play after D'Elia's
field goal, ran back the ensuing
kick 90 yards for a touchdown
and 12-3 WGHS lead with 59
seconds to play before halftime.
Murray High, which deferred
taking the ball until the second
half, rallied on its first drive of
the third quarter.
After a 41-yard kickoff return
by Treshon Elmore,Pajor ran six
times on an eight-play, 42-yard
drive that the Tigers' running
back capped with a 7-yard touchdown run at the 8:28. D'Elia's
extra-point kick trimmed West
Greene's lead to 12-10.
Murray High plays rival Calloway County, which defeated
Ohio County 22-0 last Friday,in

Americans started long before
they boarded the cruise ship
From Page 9
they stayed on while in Rio.
For the first time since 2004,
a blowout.
many top American players
Two 3-pointers before a opted to skip the Olympics,
steal and dunk pushed the forcing them to bring some
U.S. lead into double dig- here who wouldn't have been
its, and when he capped what considered otherwise.
may been the Americans' best
The 10 Olympic newcomers
possessions in Rio, when they seemed to be jelling slowly and
whipped the ball from side to the U.S. had a pair of threeside around the perimeter until point victories and came in
it ended up in the hands of Du- winning by just 21.4 points per
rant, and then in the net. That 3 game, more than 10 per game
made it 52-29 over the stunned fewer than four years ago and
Serbs.
about half the 43.8 the Dream
A challenging year for the Team won by in 1992•

"We didn't really make them
earn their goals. But with that
being said, we still had two
great opportunities to score
in the second half. This is a
tough lesson to learn from, but
we have an experienced group
who will bounce back on Friday
against Chattanooga."
The Racers return home to
Cutchin Field on Friday to take
on the Mocs of Chattanooga.
Admission is free for the 4 p.m.
start and the game will also be
seen in online streaming video
on OVCDigitalNetwork.corn.
•

the Crosstown Classic on Friday
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
NOTES: Pajor made an interception of a tipped pass from
Fox in the first half. ... While
Pajor laid injured in the third
quarter, West Greene fan Angie
Pinkston passed around a hat to
collect money from Buffaloes
fans to help offset the cost of
any medical bills for the MHS
player. Pinkston donated the
money to Murray High principal
Teresa Speed. The game had
about 90 minutes of delay time
for lightning, heavy rain and for
several players who experienced
leg cramps throughout the contest. ... Making his debut as a
varsity quarterback, MHS freshman Hunter Utley went 8 of 15
for 86 yards with no interceptions.•
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At BIN Horton Reid, Rhea County High School,
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17
0 3 14
Murray High
12
0 12 0
West Greene
SCORING SUMMARY
Second Quarter
WG — Julian lane 8 pass front Preston Fox
(kick failed), 7:53.
MHS — Matt D'Elia 33 held goal, 1:13.
WG — Julian Lane 90 kickoff return (run
failed), 0:59.
Third Quarter
MHS — Andrew Palo( 7 run (Matt D'Elia kick),
8:28.
MHS — Michael Parks 6 run (Matt D'Elia lick),
1:37.
TEAM STATISTICS
WG
MHS
6
16
First Downs
128
257
Total Yards
42-171
37-69
Rushes-Yards
59
86
Passing Yards
5-12-1
8-15-0
Cmp-Att-Int
0-0
1-6
Punt Returns
3-124
3-76
Kickoff Returns
0-0
1-14
Intercepbon Returns
3-65
1-56
Punts-Ases.
1-1
1-1
Fumbles-Lost
12-90
12-122
Penalties-Yards
18:27
27:23
Time of Possession
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — Murray High (Michael NOS
25-118, Andrew Pryor 14-70, John Farmer 2-4,
TEAM 1-minus 21); West Greene (Julian LA110
13-51, Bean McCrary 12-23, Jeffery Wes 1-3,
Tyler Sauceman 1-3, Christian Morrow 1-2 Kaleb
Sciarra 1-1, Preston For 8-minus 14).
PASSING — Murray High (Hunter Utley 8-15-086): West Greene (Preston Fox 5-12-1-59).
RECEIVING — Murray High (Anthony Duffy
4-34, John O'Brien 3-45, Tnashon Elmore 1-7);
West Greene (Julian Lane 2-43, '<yin' Dowers
2-17, Jeffery Wines 1-minus li.
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Sat., Sept. 10 • 6-8pm (doors open 5:151)111)
Woodmen of the World - 330 CC Lowery Drive, Murray KY
S20 per ticket • Buy tickets online at www.EventOnte.com
For more into call Matt (270) 217-1333
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